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Our candle is not so standard 
+ Crab flickers in hard X-ray 
+ Fermi GBM reports hard X-ray variability on -yearly 
time scales. Confirmed by multiple instruments (C. A. 
Wilson-Hodge et al. arXiv: 101O.2679vl) 
+ Crab flares at high energy (>100 MeV) 
+ AGILE reports enhanced Crab flux over a few days, 
Sept. 19-21 1M. Tavani et al. ATEL #2855) 
+ Fermi LAT confirms flare and triggers LAT ToO IR. 
Buehler et al. ATEL #2681) 
+ Earlier flare found using new offiine all-sky variability 
search developed by R, Buehler 
+ Fermi LAT reports end of flare. Variability present in 
off-pulse phase of pulsar (E. Hays et al. ATEL #2893) 
The Crab in LAT 
I Hyper-exponential cutoff I excluded at -5 sigma 
Consistent with emission 
well above the neutron 
star surface 
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Two components: Synchrotron + 
Inverse Compton extending to TeV. 
Fit consistent with mean nebula B 
field of 100 to 200 ~G 
E. Hays 
No variability 
found in pulsar 
or high energy 
LAT component 
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I '~r __ O_r_ig_l_' n_o_f _th_e_G_am _ ill_a_-_r_a_Y_F_l_ares? 
+ Gamma-ray luminosity is a small fraction of the 
pulsar power (1035 erg/ s -> -10-3 LtO') 
+ 4 day duration implies small region size, 
diameter < 1.4 x 102 pc (1.5 arcsec) 
+ Electron synchrotron cooling time in 200 uG 
<-15days 
+ LAT low energy spectral form + short timescale 
variability support a synchrotron interpretation 
+ 
Crab Flare Spectra 
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Sept 2010 
Feb 2009 
LAT 25 month 
Low energy LAT 
component 
shows spectral 
variability 
25 month index: 
3~69 ± O~ll 
Feb 2009 index: 
4~3 ± 0~3 
Sept 2010 index: 
2~7 ± 0~2 
No corresponding variability found in radio, optical, infrared, 
soft and hard X-rays at time or shortly after the 2nd LAT flare 
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+ Short GeV flares observed from the Crab raise interesting 
questions about the acceleration of electrons to surprisingly high 
energy in the nebula. Abdo et al. (2011, Science, 331, 739) use 
four-day intervals to evaluate flares detected in February 2009 
and September 2010. That binning is well-suited to reliably 
detecting the flaring nebula in an off-pulse selection, avoiding 
the bright foreground of the pulsar which cannot be spatially 
separated. Alternatively, the combined pulsar and nebula flux 
can be used to search for additional structure within the flare as 
reported in Balbo et al. (2011, A&A, 527, L4). However, this 
brings in additional systematic errors due to the complexity of 
the combined emission and the notably soft index of the 
synchrotron component of the nebula. In order to accurately 
assess variability on shorter intervals, the systematic errors 
inherent in analyzing the total flux from the pulsar and nebula 
must be characterized. This work examines sources of 
systematic errors in the analysis of the combined Crab flux and 
their impact on variability studies using intervals shorter than 
four days. 
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v ...•... Summary 
+ Crab shows variability within flares 
+ Systematics under control 
+ Brevity of flare already strong constraint 
on size of emission region 
+ Watching for future activity to invoke LAT 
pointing and trigger MW activities to probe 
emission mechanism 
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